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Note: This is the 3rd edition. If you need the 2nd edition for a course you are taking, it can be
found as a "other format" on amazon, or by searching its isbn: 1534970746 This gentle
introduction to discrete mathematics is written for first and second year math majors, especially
those who intend to teach. The text began as a set of lecture notes for the discrete
mathematics course at the University of Northern Colorado. This course serves both as an
introduction to topics in discrete math and as the "introduction to proof" course for math
majors. The course is usually taught with a large amount of student inquiry, and this text is
written to help facilitate this. Four main topics are covered: counting, sequences, logic, and
graph theory. Along the way proofs are introduced, including proofs by contradiction, proofs by
induction, and combinatorial proofs. The book contains over 470 exercises, including 275 with
solutions and over 100 with hints. There are also Investigate! activities throughout the text to
support active, inquiry based learning. While there are many fine discrete math textbooks
available, this text has the following advantages: It is written to be used in an inquiry rich
course. It is written to be used in a course for future math teachers. It is open source, with low
cost print editions and free electronic editions. This third edition brings improved exposition, a
new section on trees, and a bunch of new and improved exercises. For a complete list of
changes, and to view the free electronic version of the text, visit the book's website at
discrete.openmathbooks.org
Thorough reference to numerical techniques used for simulating metal forming operations.
The latest edition of the bestselling Groundwater Chemicals Desk Reference has been
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thoroughly updated and expanded. In addition to information concerning the environmental fate
and transport in various media, organic priority pollutants and chemicals commonly found in
the workplace and the environment, it includes toxicity information for mammals and aquatic
species in a clear, consistent format.
Power System Operation and Control is comprehensively designed for undergraduate and
postgraduate courses in electrical engineering. This book aims to meet the requirements of
electrical engineering students and is useful for practicing engineers.
An agriscience textbook exploring such topics as environmental technology, plant sciences,
integrated pest management, interior and exterior plantscape, animal sciences, food science,
and agribusiness.
For Schools and Colleges For Various competigie exams such as MBA (CAT,MAT,XLRI, FMS
etc.), GRE, GMAT, Bank PO, RBI, SSC, RRBs, NDA, CDS and LLB Entrance For those who
aspire to read and write better
Primarily designed for the postgraduate students of computer science, information technology,
software engineering and management, this book, now in its Third Edition, continues to provide
an excellent coverage of the basic concepts involved in database management systems. It
provides a thorough treatment of some important topics such as data structure, data models
and database design through presentation of well-defined algorithms, examples and real-life
cases. A detailed coverage of Database Structure, Implementation Design, Hierarchical
Database Management Systems, Network Database Management Systems and Relational
Database Management Systems, is also focused in this book. This book will also be useful for
B.E./B.Tech. students of Computer Science and Engineering and Software Engineering. NEW
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TO THIS EDITION • Introduces three new chapters on rational database languages, namely,
Relational Database Management Systems: Oracle 11g SQL, Relational Database
Management Systems: Oracle 11g PL/SQL, and Relational Database Management Systems:
Access 2013. • Text interspersed with numerous screenshots for practical under-standing of
the text. • Clearly explained procedures in a step-by-step manner with chapter-end questions.
• Self-explanatory, labelled figures and tables to conceptual discussion.
The notion of Fuzziness stands as one of the really new concepts that have recently enriched
the world of Science. Science grows not only through technical and formal advances on one
side and useful applications on the other side, but also as consequence of the introduction and
assimilation of new concepts in its corpus. These, in turn, produce new developments and
applications. And this is what Fuzziness, one of the few new concepts arisen in the XX
Century, has been doing so far. This book aims at paying homage to Professor Lotfi A. Zadeh,
the “father of fuzzy logic” and also at giving credit to his exceptional work and personality. In a
way, this is reflected in the variety of contributions collected in the book. In some of them the
authors chose to speak of personal meetings with Lotfi; in others, they discussed how certain
papers of Zadeh were able to open for them a new research horizon. Some contributions
documented results obtained from the author/s after taking inspiration from a particular idea of
Zadeh, thus implicitly acknowledging him. Finally, there are contributions of several “third
generation fuzzysists or softies” who were firstly led into the world of Fuzziness by a disciple of
Lotfi Zadeh, who, following his example, took care of opening for them a new road in science.
Rudolf Seising is Adjoint Researcher at the European Centre for Soft Computing in Mieres,
Asturias (Spain). Enric Trillas and Claudio Moraga are Emeritus Researchers at the European
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Centre for Soft Computing, Mieres, Asturias (Spain). Settimo Termini is Professor of
Theoretical Computer Science at the University of Palermo, Italy and Affiliated Researcher at
the European Centre for Soft Computing, Mieres, Asturias (Spain)
This book is intended as an undergraduate text introducing matrix methods as they relate to
engineering problems. It begins with the fundamentals of mathematics of matrices and
determinants. Matrix inversion is discussed, with an introduction of the well known reduction
methods. Equation sets are viewed as vector transformations, and the conditions of their
solvability are explored. Orthogonal matrices are introduced with examples showing application
to many problems requiring three dimensional thinking. The angular velocity matrix is shown to
emerge from the differentiation of the 3-D orthogonal matrix, leading to the discussion of
particle and rigid body dynamics. The book continues with the eigenvalue problem and its
application to multi-variable vibrations. Because the eigenvalue problem requires some
operations with polynomials, a separate discussion of these is given in an appendix. The
example of the vibrating string is given with a comparison of the matrix analysis to the
continuous solution. Table of Contents: Matrix Fundamentals / Determinants / Matrix Inversion
/ Linear Simultaneous Equation Sets / Orthogonal Transforms / Matrix Eigenvalue Analysis /
Matrix Analysis of Vibrating Systems
The importance of Electrical Circuit Analysis is well known in the various engineering fields.
The book provides comprehensive coverage of mesh and node analysis, various network
theorems, analysis of first and second order networks using time and Laplace domain, steady
state analysis of a.c. circuits, coupled circuits and dot conventions, network functions,
resonance and two port network parameters. The book starts with explaining the network
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simplification techniques including mesh analysis, node analysis and source shifting. Then the
book explains the various network theorems and concept of duality. The book also covers the
solution of first and second order networks in time domain. The sinusoidal steady state
analysis of electrical circuits is also explained in the book. The book incorporates the
discussion of coupled circuits and dot conventions. The Laplace transform plays an important
role in the network analysis. The chapter on Laplace transform includes properties of Laplace
transform and its application in the network analysis. The book includes the discussion of
network functions of one and two port networks. The book incorporates the detailed discussion
of resonant circuits. The book covers the various aspects of two port network parameters along
with the conditions of symmetry and reciprocity. It also derives the interrelationships between
the two port network parameters. The book uses plain and lucid language to explain each
topic. Each chapter gives the conceptual knowledge about the topic dividing it in various
sections and subsections. The book provides the logical method of explaining the various
complicated topics and stepwise methods to make the understanding easy. The variety of
solved examples is the feature of this book. The book explains the philosophy of the subject
which makes the understanding of the subject very clear and makes the subject more
interesting.
Bridging the fields of conservation, art history, and museum curating, this volume contains the
principal papers from an international symposium titled "Historical Painting Techniques,
Materials, and Studio Practice" at the University of Leiden in Amsterdam, Netherlands, from
June 26 to 29, 1995. The symposium—designed for art historians, conservators, conservation
scientists, and museum curators worldwide—was organized by the Department of Art History at
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the University of Leiden and the Art History Department of the Central Research Laboratory for
Objects of Art and Science in Amsterdam. Twenty-five contributors representing museums and
conservation institutions throughout the world provide recent research on historical painting
techniques, including wall painting and polychrome sculpture. Topics cover the latest art
historical research and scientific analyses of original techniques and materials, as well as
historical sources, such as medieval treatises and descriptions of painting techniques in
historical literature. Chapters include the painting methods of Rembrandt and Vermeer, Dutch
17th-century landscape painting, wall paintings in English churches, Chinese paintings on
paper and canvas, and Tibetan thangkas. Color plates and black-and-white photographs
illustrate works from the Middle Ages to the 20th century.
This book has been designed as per the Mathematics - 2 course offered in the first year to the
undergraduate engineering students of GTU. The book provides in-depth coverage and
complete explanation of topics which will help in easy understanding of the basic concepts.
The methodical approach followed in the book will enable readers to develop a logical outlook
for the course. Salient Features: ? Complete coverage of the GTU syllabus ? Solutions of GTU
examination questions within chapters ? Diverse pedagogy o Chapter outline, Points to
remember etc. o Solved examples within chapters: 649 o Unsolved problems within chapters:
561
Part I: Process design -- Introduction to design -- Process flowsheet development -- Utilities
and energy efficient design -- Process simulation -- Instrumentation and process control -Materials of construction -- Capital cost estimating -- Estimating revenues and production costs
-- Economic evaluation of projects -- Safety and loss prevention -- General site considerations
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-- Optimization in design -- Part II: Plant design -- Equipment selection, specification and
design -- Design of pressure vessels -- Design of reactors and mixers -- Separation of fluids -Separation columns (distillation, absorption and extraction) -- Specification and design of solidshandling equipment -- Heat transfer equipment -- Transport and storage of fluids.
Engineering Mechanics: Combined Statics & Dynamics, Twelfth Editionis ideal for civil and
mechanical engineering professionals. In his substantial revision ofEngineering Mechanics,
R.C. Hibbeler empowers students to succeed in the whole learning experience. Hibbeler
achieves this by calling on his everyday classroom experience and his knowledge of how
students learn inside and outside of lecture. In addition to over 50% new homework problems,
the twelfth edition introduces the new elements ofConceptual Problems,Fundamental
ProblemsandMasteringEngineering, the most technologically advanced online tutorial and
homework system.

Data and File Structure has been specifically designed to meet the requirements of the
engineering students of GTU. This is a core subject in the curriculum of all Computer
Science programs. The aim of this book is to help the students develop programming
and algorithm analysis skills simultaneously such that they are able to design programs
with maximum efficiency. C language has been used in the book to permit the
execution of basic data structures in a variety of ways. Key Features 1. Simple and
easy-to-follow text 2. Wide coverage of topics 3. Programming examples for clarity 4.
Summary and exercises at the end of each chapter to test your knowledge 5. Answers
to selected exercises 6. University question papers with answers 7. Objective type
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questions for practice
This fully updated sixth edition of the international bestseller Research Methods in
Education covers the whole range of methods currently employed by educational
research at all stages. It is divided into five main parts: the context of educational
research; planning educational research; styles of educational research; strategies for
data collection and researching; and data analysis. The book also contains references
to a comprehensive dedicated website of accompanying materials. The sixth edition
includes new material on: complexity theory, ethics, sampling and sensitive educational
research experimental research, questionnaire design and administration with practical
guidance qualitative and quantitative data analysis, with practical examples internet
based research. Research Methods in Education is essential reading for the
professional researcher and continues to be the standard text for students and lecturers
in educational research. To access the dedicated website of accompanying materials,
please visit: www.routledge.com/textbooks/9780415368780.
Each topic has been explained from the examination point of view, wherein the theory
is presented in an easy-to-understand student-friendly style. Full coverage of concepts
is supported by numerous solved examples with varied complexity levels, which is
aligned to the latest GTU syllabus. Fundamental and sequential explanation of topics
are well aided by examples and exercises. The solu¬tions of examples are set
follow¬ing a ‘tutorial’ approach, which will make it easy for students from any
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background to easily grasp the concepts. Exercises with answers immediately follow
the solved examples enforcing a practice-based approach. We hope that the students
will gain logical understanding from solved problems and then reiterate it through
solving simi¬lar exercise problems themselves. The unique blend of theory and
application caters to the requirements of both the students and the faculty. Solutions of
GTU examination questions are incorporated within the text appropriately. Highlights *
Crisp content strictly as per the latest GTU syllabus of Advanced Engineering
Mathematics (Regulation 2014) * Comprehensive coverage with lucid presentation style
* Each section concludes with an exercise to test understanding of topics * Solutions of
GTU examination papers from 2012 to 2014 present appropriately within the chapters *
Solution to Summer 2015 GTU question paper placed at the end of the book * Rich
exam-oriented pedagogy: -Examples within chapters: 636 -Unsolved Exercises: 571
Visualizing the data is an essential part of any data analysis. Modern computing
developments have led to big improvements in graphic capabilities and there are many
new possibilities for data displays. This book gives an overview of modern data
visualization methods, both in theory and practice. It details modern graphical tools
such as mosaic plots, parallel coordinate plots, and linked views. Coverage also
examines graphical methodology for particular areas of statistics, for example Bayesian
analysis, genomic data and cluster analysis, as well software for graphics.
Class-tested and coherent, this textbook teaches classical and web information
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retrieval, including web search and the related areas of text classification and text
clustering from basic concepts. It gives an up-to-date treatment of all aspects of the
design and implementation of systems for gathering, indexing, and searching
documents; methods for evaluating systems; and an introduction to the use of machine
learning methods on text collections. All the important ideas are explained using
examples and figures, making it perfect for introductory courses in information retrieval
for advanced undergraduates and graduate students in computer science. Based on
feedback from extensive classroom experience, the book has been carefully structured
in order to make teaching more natural and effective. Slides and additional exercises
(with solutions for lecturers) are also available through the book's supporting website to
help course instructors prepare their lectures.
Appropriate for one- or two-semester Advanced Engineering Mathematics courses in
departments of Mathematics and Engineering. This clear, pedagogically rich book
develops a strong understanding of the mathematical principles and practices that
today's engineers and scientists need to know. Equally effective as either a textbook or
reference manual, it approaches mathematical concepts from a practical-use
perspective making physical applications more vivid and substantial. Its comprehensive
instructional framework supports a conversational, down-to-earth narrative style offering
easy accessibility and frequent opportunities for application and reinforcement.
Appropriate for upper-division undergraduate and graduate level courses in computer
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vision found in departments of computer science, computer engineering and electrical
engineering, this book offers a treatment of modern computer vision methods.

This book is designed based on revised syllabus of Gujarat Technological
University, Gujarat (AICTE model curriculum) for under-graduate (B.Tech/BE)
students of all branches, those who study Basic Electrical Engineering as one of
the subject in their curriculum. The primary goal of this book is to establish a firm
understanding of the basic laws of Electric Circuits, Network Theorems,
Resonance, Three-phase circuits, Transformers, Electrical Machines and
Electrical Installation.
Based on over 30 years of successful teaching experience in this course, Robert
Pagano's introductory text takes an intuitive, concepts-based approach to
descriptive and inferential statistics. He uses the sign test to introduce inferential
statistics, empirically derived sampling distributions, many visual aids, and lots of
interesting examples to promote student understanding. One of the hallmarks of
this text is the positive feedback from students -- even students who are not
mathematically inclined praise the text for its clarity, detailed presentation, and
use of humor to help make concepts accessible and memorable. Thorough
explanations precede the introduction of every formula, and the exercises that
immediately follow include a step-by-step model that lets students compare their
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work against fully solved examples. This combination makes the text perfect for
students taking their first statistics course in psychology or other social and
behavioral sciences. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The term design means to plan for the construction of an object or the
formulation of a plan for the satisfaction of need. The term machine design deals
with the design of machines, their mechanisms and elements. Design of Machine
Element (DME) may be defined as the selection of material and the dimensions
for each geometrical parameter so that the element satisfies its function and
undesirable effects are kept within the allowable limit. Machine elements are
basic mechanical parts and features used as the building blocks of most
machines. This book provides a systematic exposition of the basic concepts and
techniques involved in design of machine elements. This book covers design of
important elements such as gears, bearings and belt drives. Our hope is that this
book, through its careful explanations of concepts, practical examples and figures
bridges the gap between knowledge and proper application of that knowledge.
The book is a collection of studies dedicated to different perspectives of three
dimensions or pillars of the sustainability of supply chain and supply chain
management - economic, environmental, and social - and other aspects related
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to performance evaluation, optimization, and modelling of and for sustainable
supply chain management, and thus presents another valuable contribution to
sustainable development and sustainable way of life.
This book collects a series of contributions addressing the various contexts in
which the theory of Lie groups is applied. A preliminary chapter serves the reader
both as a basic reference source and as an ongoing thread that runs through the
subsequent chapters. From representation theory and Gerstenhaber algebras to
control theory, from differential equations to Finsler geometry and Lepage
manifolds, the book introduces young researchers in Mathematics to a wealth of
different topics, encouraging a multidisciplinary approach to research. As such, it
is suitable for students in doctoral courses, and will also benefit researchers who
want to expand their field of interest.
New edition of a text intended primarily for the undergraduate courses on the
subject which are frequently found in electrical engineering curricula--but the
concepts and techniques it covers are also of fundamental importance in other
engineering disciplines. The book is structured to develop in parallel the methods
of analysis for continuous-time and discrete-time signals and systems, thus
allowing exploration of their similarities and differences. Discussion of
applications is emphasized, and numerous worked examples are included.
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Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The book is designed to help the first year engineering students in building their
concepts in the course on Programming for Problem Solving. It introduces the
subject in a simple and lucid manner for a better understanding. It adopts a
student friendly approach to the subject matter with many solved examples and
unsolved questions, illustrations and well-structured C programs.
Machine Design is interdisciplinary and draws its matter from different subjects such as
Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, Production Engineering, Mathematics etc. to name a few.
As such, this book serves as a databook for various subjects of Mechanical Engineering. It
also acts as a supplement to our popular book, Design of Machine Elements. It’s a concise,
updated data handbook that maps with the syllabi of all major universities and technical boards
of India as well as professional examining bodies such as Institute of Engineers.
This book is designed for the 3rd semester gtu engineering students pursuing the probability
and statistics (code 3130006). The crisp but complete explanation of topics will help the
students easily understand the basic concepts. The tutorial approach (I.E. Teach by example)
followed in the text will enable students develop a logical perspective to solving problems.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
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reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
The term design means to plan for the construction of an object or the formulation of a plan for
the satisfaction of need. The term machine design deals with the design of machines, their
mechanisms and elements. Design of Machine Element (DME) may be defined as the
selection of material and the dimensions for each geometrical parameter so that the element
satisfies its function and undesirable effects are kept within the allowable limit. Machine
elements are basic mechanical parts and features used as the building blocks of most
machines. This book provides a systematic exposition of the basic concepts and techniques
involved in design of machine elements. This book covers design of important mechanical
elements such as shafts, couplings, springs and power screws under static load. The design of
welded and threaded joints and the members subjected to fluctuating loads is also included in
this book. Our hope is that this book, through its careful explanations of concepts, practical
examples and figures bridges the gap between knowledge and proper application of that
knowledge.
This book has been designed as per the Mathematics-1 course offered in the first year to the
undergraduate engineering students of Gujarat Technical University. It provides crisp but
complete explanation of topics which helps in easy understanding of the basic concepts. The
systematic approach followed in the book enables readers to develop a logical perspective for
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solving problems. The book also contains the list of basic formulas and the solutions on 2018
university asked questions. Highlights: 1. Crisp content designed strictly as per the latest GTU
syllabus 2. Comprehensive coverage with lucid presentation style 3. Solutions of previous GTU
examination questions 4. Diverse pedagogy includes Chapter outline, Points to remember etc.
; 850+ Solved examples and 500+ Unsolved problems for practicing
Dynamics of machinery is concerned with the motion of the parts of the machines and the
forces acting on these parts. Dynamic loads and undesired oscillations increase with higher
speed of machines. At the same time, industrial safety standards require better vibration
isolation. This book covers balancing of mechanisms, torsion vibrations, vibration isolation and
the dynamic behaviour of drives and machine frames as complex systems. Typical dynamic
effects such as the gyroscopic effect, damping and absorption, shocks are explained using
practical examples. The substantial benefit of this dynamics of machinery lies in the
combination of theory and practical applications and the numerous descriptive examples based
on practical data. Our hope is that this book, through its careful explanations of concepts,
practical examples and figures bridges the gap between knowledge and proper application of
that knowledge.
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